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CEOCFO: Mr. Klum, what is Secured2 Corporation? 
Mr. Klum: Secured2 Corporation is an exciting new way to secure data 
beyond encryption. One of the things that we saw very early on with all 
of the security problems that were happening in this country was that 
we had to do something different. It has to be dramatic. It had to be 
innovative and new and it had to move past a binary type of encryption. 
Therefore, we basically run data through a process that shrinks, shreds 
and secures the data and protects it beyond encryption by taking all of 
the highly converted and highly randomized information and spreading it 
all over the place. Then as long as you can prove you are who you are 
you are able to reconstitute the data and bring it back together again to 
use. It is a really cool technology! 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about the location? Is it your location? Is it cloud?
Mr. Klum: What is really unique about this is that the customers can choose where those fragments live. I can be local. It 
can be hybrid where you have some of he shreds go locally in your own environment. Some of them can go out into the 
cloud in cloud locations or if you are working with a cloud vendor that you trust and choose, you can shred and spread, 
where shreds into multiple VMs within their environment or you can adopt what many companies want, which is a multi-
cloud strategy can be shred and spread out into multiple different cloud vendors such as Google, Microsoft and Amazon. 
Also, what is interesting on the multi cloud front, is that you still get the benefit of all of their disaster recovery and 
business continuity and security for each individual shredded location. The only difference is that in our world even the 
cloud vendors cannot see what data you put into the network, because it is so converted, randomized and fragmented 
that they cannot see what is there. 

CEOCFO: How do you prove who you are to get it back or to use it?
Mr. Klum: You prove who you are, and we are actually agnostic on the authentication front, although we do have a 
partner we recommend called TASCET. What TASCET does is they physically verify you, so it is not really authentication; 
it is physical verification, where we know that it is really you physically by facial and biometrics. Therefore, it is all 
combined into one solution. We are moving to a point where “I really need to know that it is you physically,” a point of 
authentication or verification and just really knowing it is you and then that will initiate the ability to restore. 

CEOCFO: If the recognition is good why do we need to have the data all over? 
Mr. Klum: Here is the analogy. When you are sending any packets over a switch network one of the challenges is that we 
send data sequentially. If you think about something that is encrypted today and how we are doing it today, you wrap data 
around with some funky math and you send it over the internet. You can capture those packets and then you can just 
pound on the encryption until you get in. Then, if you break into the data storage out in the cloud all the data rests in full, 
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so all you do to hack is just break into those containers and you copy those files and then you just decrypt them using a 
number of different methods. Therefore, what we are protecting against is anything over the wire at at rest in the cloud. 
We never send packets sequentially over the wire. The data is fragmented and shredded and spread all over the place, so 
the guy packet sniffing is going to get a bunch of gobbledy gook they cannot do anything with. Regarding the cloud, all 
cloud providers hold the encryption keys to each container (some are now letting you hold the key but they can hack the 
encryption), so ultimately, they can see what is in there even if you encrypt. They could not with the security we provide, 
it’s impossible. To use a metaphor, Secured2 is the company that protects everything going into the house and in the 
house and then our partner TASCET does the authentication or provides the locks on the front door. They are kind of the 
CASE locks of the lock business. The only difference is each time you access the front door with your key they know it’s 
really you and they log that entry. The combination of hacker proof security and innovative new ‘online verification’ is a 
true end to end solution that really prevents the hacking of data. It’s exciting. 

CEOCFO: Is there any data that cannot be put back together?
Mr. Klum: If you are the authorized party that can reconstitute the shredded data, yes you can access the data. There is 
no other way to reconstitute the data if you are not the authorized person. It is just impossible. Again, this is a non-binary 
form of security. We don’t rely on math (encryption) to secure data. 

CEOCFO: Do the people that should be aware of Secured2 know what you have available?
Mr. Klum: The word is starting to travel fast. For instance, this week we have been speaking with the nation’s largest 
bank. There are very large global organizations that we have been talking to, so word is starting to get out. Like anything 
you must go through a period of market acceptance and market usage to really gain that traction, so we are kind of in the 
beginning stages of that. However, the good news is that the word is travelling very, very fast! To have interest from three 
letter word agencies all the way to large banks, law firms, healthcare companies and even Vegas Casinos is testimony to 
what we are doing. 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about your product offerings?
Mr. Klum: The offerings that we currently have range from email security, so if you are a Microsoft exchange user or an 
Office 365 user we can secure your email end to end. Part of our algorithm compresses data by up to eighty percent, so 
what this product does is we allow our customers to send unlimited files size attachments. Securing both the email and 
the attachment. Therefore, if you have ever sent an email and you could not get that big file through; you can now with our 
solution. The other product that we have is a document collaboration and management tool. Think of Dropbox but really 
secure. Dropbox has obviously had a lot of security issues and we not only solved those issues but made an even more 
seamless users experience. Customers are going to love it. Therefore, you can now collaborate and share and manage 
your documents and document work flows utilizing our unique and proprietary security, also combined with that physical 
based authentication, which for the highly regulated industry is like medical banking and so on; this is the ultimate product 
for them. Then we have another product called DEPOSITBOX, which you can think of as literally your digital safety 
deposit box. This is that place where you can put your wills, your trusts, your most confidential information that you do not 
want anyone in the world to see. This is where you can put that information and it is as simple as a drag and drop. Then if 
you want to retrieve just authenticate physically and then you can pull that data back together again. Then another 
product we have which is really exciting is we have an API off of Microsoft Du Jour. Therefore, if you are an app developer 
you can build our security to your applications and protect your application data in shredding and spreading it into the 
Microsoft Du Jour stack. We are in the process of looking at Amazon and Google to be able to do the same thing off of 
their cloud storage. Therefore, we anticipate in the not too distant future being able to support all major cloud platforms 
with this API. 

CEOCFO: What do you understand at Secured2 that has allowed you to create a solution that seems to have 
been missing so far? 
Mr. Klum: Where we have landed is looked at the market and everything that was out there in the marketplace and we 
determined that the reason why all the hacking has been happening is that the internet (earl ARPANET) was made to 
share. You are dealing with a technology paradigm that was really meant to share information, not protect it. We also 
realized with the advancements in quantum computing and supercomputing, when you have super computers that I know 
of, and I came out of that space, that can-do quadrillions of calculations per second, there is not a password in the world 
and there is not an encryption key in the world that is going to stand up to that, especially when you start getting into the 
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quantum computing realm. That is just a whole new level. I saw these things coming and I just really felt that we had to do 
something NOW because truthfully, without security and without privacy our country is at risk. It is just as simple as that. I 
feel that we really solved that problem. In fact, we are one of the first solutions in the market that is quantum proof! We are 
proud of that and I think as this problem matures we have got a technology that is going to future proof companies and 
even individuals against these emerging threats that are very real and very bad for us all.

CEOCFO: How are you getting the word out? Are you seeking investment, partnerships or funding as you 
continue to work on the product and the growth?
Mr. Klum: I think that getting the word out just happens organically. It just starts with conversations like this, with you. It 
really starts with landing customers and getting testimonials. To see that we are already being endorsed by the former 
head of FBI Cybercrime is very helpful. We are a full Microsoft partner and are working directly with them to proliferate our 
security. Our partnership with credible people really helps to get the word out. I also thing that what gets the word out is 
just by delivering innovation and we continue to do that. In fact, we started some work on blockchain, so we are really 
excited about the future of maybe even protecting the worlds emerging financial technology. Then, in terms of how we are 
getting funded, we have just been working through networks of our friends and family. We had a major university as one 
of our investors. St Thomas University William Norris Fund is one of our investors. Then we have got another smaller 
investment bank that has put some funds in. We are just trying to grow our capital through the organic means that most 
startups do. We do anticipate at some point doing a ramp round with a VC (possibly) to help us handle growth. We know a 
tidal wave is coming and we need to make sure we have all the pieces in place when that happens. 

CEOCFO: How do you stay focused with so much opportunity?
Mr. Klum: That is the hard part! I think what we must do is know what we do well and focus 100% on the customer. We 
realized early on there is no such thing as a silver bullet in the security industry. Although the security we have in many 
aspects is, it is how that security is implemented and what solutions that security can be built into that counts. It is really 
about what the problems the customers have and how they are using documents and how they are securing them and 
what those work flows look like and how we can make their life easy, as well as secure. More importantly and what our 
end goal is, is to really stop building front end apps as we are today and just integrate our security into the largest 
platforms in the world or operating systems or even into hard drives. So everything you do is just inherently secure. 
Unfortunately, that will take time and Microsoft isn’t going to integrate our security into Windows 10 until we have more 
market penetration and customer traction. Unfortunately, mass adoption takes time and just does not happen overnight. 
You have to prove yourself first and that’s what we are doing. Still, our goal is really to secure Gmail, we want to secure all 
of Microsot, Amazon, Google, Salesforce and anyone dealing with customer data. The long-term goal is to secure all the 
major platforms and be the underlying security that all of them use. That will come in time and might come sooner rather 
than later as these emerging threats start to impact them. It’s a ticking time bomb coming far faster than they know. 

CEOCFO: Would you be replacing other methods of security? Would this be an adjunct? What is involved with 
implementation?
Mr. Klum: That is a very good question. I do see this as a replacement technology for traditional encryption systems 
using ‘math (encryption) and secrets (passwords) to secure. We are the next logical evolution. A TRUE way to secure 
data. Also, we built our security platform in a way that allows us to easily integrate our security into any major cloud 
platform fast, seamless and with minimal integration on their behalf. Unless they want to embed or have deeper 
integrations and then there is more to do.  

CEOCFO: What has changed as people have started to use Secured2? What have you learned?
Mr. Klum: What we have learned from our user base is that simplicity is what people want and that any security that you 
have has to be frictionless. By that I mean it just has to work and not get in the way of usage. So speed, ease of use and 
simplicity are key. Security should not get in the way. It should not prevent people from being able to do what they 
normally would do, which is a challenge. That is because the more secure you make something you have to take away a 
freedom. More security means some kind of extra step or extra process. Therefore, the trick that we have really had to 
work around is how to create security in a way that is frictionless but accomplishes the goal. I think that is the unique 
balance that we have struck and why so many people are coming to our platform; because it is just easy to use and it 
secures much better than what we are doing today. 

CEOCFO: Why should people be confident? How can people really get their heads around the fact that Secured2 
Corporation has the right answer?
Mr. Klum: One of the things that makes us so unique is that you can understand how the security works. One of the 
biggest challenges that security has had for a very long time is that if you ask 99% of the people how security works on 
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any one of their devices that they use every day they cannot really explain it and the reason is because “it is magic”. It is 
some kind of mystical magic that you must believe because some PhD engineer from some whatever company said it 
was secure. It’s a confidence game, plain and simple. With Secured2, what makes us very different is that you can 
understand how it works and you don’t need to be a rocket scientist to understand. That’s why what we are doing is so 
important. It’s easy to understand and it’s secure because of what it does not because of some magic. We basically take 
data and we convert it into a random format. If you think about it like a piece of paper and getting a black marker and 
putting the black marker on all the text of what is on that document, taking that document and breaking it up into a bunch 
of little teeny fragments and randomizing all those fragments like lottery balls and then placing each one of those 
fragments randomly into containers or bank vaults all over the place and you are the only person that knows how to bring 
back all those fragments and unmask them as long as you can prove you are who you are. That is a very understandable 
explanation that people can get their heads around. They know that when you scramble something up and you shred it 
and you spread it all over the place that no one is going to ever access that and if it is keyed to them personally they know 
that they are the only one that has the key to the lock. To me, that is a very understandable security mechanism versus 
what we have today, which is, “I have got some crazy math that nobody understands and I have some unique crazy pin 
that is my way of protection.” By the way, we know we can brute force hack you user name and password. We now we 
can brute force hack the encryption. With Secured2 that is just impossible. To me, I think people will get that very quickly 
and will demand our security in everything. Ultimately, customers get what they want and so far everyone we meet wants 
what we have.  


